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Model Answer 
 

I- Reading Comprehension (8 Marks) 

1- B) It was not a standard measurements 

2- d) A measure of speed 

3- a) picture mentally 

4- c) widely 

5- a) a measurement in knots requires information on both 

distance and time. 

6- b) the second paragraph 

7- B) The Latin word mille has the same meanings as the English 

word mile. 

8- D) was in use prior to the term foot. 

 

 

 

 



II-  Structure  (10 Marks)  

A- Choose the correct answer: 

1- d) are going to be examined 

2- a) would have 

3- b) did they 

4- d) a and c are correct 

5- b) hasn’t he 

B- Determine the wrong word in each of the following sentences then 

correct it: 

   

1-  c) record recorded 

2- a) as than 

3- c) they them 

4- a) Alike like 

5- c) issued were issued 

 

 

III- Phonology           (10 Marks) 

A- Classify the following verbs according to the (ED) pronunciation:    
(5 Marks): 

/ID/ /D/ /T/ 

Flooded  advised Danced 

Treated Burned Cracked 

Invited Belonged Brushed 

- Destroyed - 

B- Categorize the following words according to the final /S/ sound: 

(5 Marks) 

/IZ/ /Z/ /S/ 

teaches goes snakes 

resources bangs paths 

bridges bears laughs 

- - adults 

 

 



IV- Writing         (7 Marks) 

V- Write two well-organized paragraphs about the following 

topic. 

“ Knowledge ” 

   The answer of this question will be assessed according to the 

instructors' points of view. Student's writing will be assessed in the 

following areas: 

  

1. The correctness of both spelling and grammatical structures. 

     (3 Marks)  

2.  Using punctuation marks, cohesive devices and sound hand writing 

(2Marks) 

 

3. The proper development and organization of the ideas in the 

paragraph(s) throughout the entire summary.                        (2 Marks) 

 

 

 

Best of Luck 


